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Abstract
For operator overloading Algorithmic Differentiation tools, the iden-
tification of primal variables and adjoint variables is usually done via
indices. Two common schemes exist for their management and distribu-
tion. The linear approach is easy to implement and supports memory
optimization with respect to copy statements. On the other hand, the
reuse approach requires more implementation effort but results in much
smaller adjoint vectors, which are more suitable for the vector mode of
Algorithmic Differentiation. In this paper, we present both approaches,
how to implement them, and discuss their advantages, disadvantages and
properties of the resulting Algorithmic Differentiation type. In addition,
a new management scheme is presented which supports copy optimiza-
tions and the reuse of indices, thus combining the advantages of the other
two. The implementations of all three schemes are compared on a simple
synthetic example and on a real world example using the computational
fluid dynamics solver in SU2.
1 Introduction
Algorithmic Differentiation (AD) refers to techniques for the machine accurate
differentiation of computer codes. To that end, we interpret a code with inputs
x ∈ Rk and outputs y ∈ Rm as a mathematical function F : Rk → Rm. Usually,
the code does not only contain floating point computations but also control
flow statements. For each specific input choice x, however, the control flow is
fixed and we may consider the computations as a composition of elementary
operations like additions or multiplications together with, e. g., standard math
library functions like sin or exp. The derivatives of these elementary operations
are known and can be implemented explicitly. Then, AD evaluates the derivative
of the full code at the specific input x by applying the chain rule to the sequence
of elementary operations. In the following, we summarize the principles of AD
with a focus on the reverse mode and operator overloading implementations.
Comprehensive introductions to AD are given in [GW08, Nau12].
The reverse mode of AD is a specific strategy for the automatic evaluation
of the chain rule. There, each variable v of the computer program — which
might be an input, output or intermediate variable — is associated with a
corresponding adjoint variable v¯. v¯ stands for the derivative of the outputs y as
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a function of v in the direction of y¯, that is, v¯ = dy
dv
(v)T y¯. The adjoint outputs y¯
— that is, the derivative direction — must be specified by the user. Particularly,
the adjoint inputs satisfy the relation
x¯ =
dF
dx
(x)T y¯ (1)
which is the standard way to describe the reverse mode of AD. By suitable
choices of y¯, various derivatives of the computer program can be computed. For
example, if m = 1 and y¯ = 1.0, x¯ is the gradient of F evaluated at x.
During a single evaluation of (1), the reverse mode of AD avoids the com-
putational cost of setting up the full Jacobian dF
dx
. Instead, an evaluation on
the statement level is performed that is equivalent to the computation of the
matrix vector product. Let w = φ(v) be a statement in the computer code
with φ : Rn → R and n ∈ N. φ might be a single elementary operation or a
composition of multiple elementary operations. For each statement, reverse AD
computes the adjoint update as
v¯j +=
∂φ
∂vj
(v)w¯; w¯ = 0 ∀j = 1 . . . n . (2)
The order of statement evaluation is reversed, that is, if we have statements
φi with i = 1 . . . l for the primal evaluation, we need to evaluate Equation (2)
for i running from l to 1. In more general terms, the sensitivity information is
propagated from the outputs to the inputs, which corresponds to the evaluation
of the chain rule in reverse order. Since the reverse run requires information that
is only available after the primal evaluation is finished, certain information needs
to be stored by AD such that the reversal is possible. The process of recording
this information alongside the primal computation is known as taping.
In this paper, we focus on AD implementations that use operator overloading
for the augmentation of the computer program. There, a new computation type
(e.g. adouble) replaces the original computation type (e.g. double). The new
type and corresponding operator overloads store information for each statement
such that the adjoint updates according to Equation (2) can be performed after
the primal computation is finished. First, we must store information for each
statement that allows for the computation of the derivative expression in (2).
Jacobian taping approaches compute ∂φ
∂v
(v) alongside the primal evaluation and
store it for the reversal, primal value taping approaches store the primal values
v and some handles to evaluate ∂φ
∂v
with these values in the reverse run. De-
tailed discussions on how these two approaches can be implemented are given in
[SAG19] and [SAG18] for Jacobian tapes and primal value tapes, respectively.
Second, we must be able to identify the variables that were involved in a state-
ment, and associate them with their adjoint variables. For operator overloading
AD tools, an adjoint variable is usually not stored together with the associated
primal variable in the new computation type because the lifetime of the pri-
mal variable is not the same as the lifetime of the adjoint variable. Instead,
an identifier is stored in the new computation type which associates the primal
variable with an entry in a global adjoint vector. During the primal evaluation,
identifiers are assigned to all variables, and for each statement, the identifiers
of the involved variables are stored for the reverse run.
Currently, there are two established identifier management schemes. In the
first, identifiers are handed out in a linear fashion where each identifier is only
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used once for a variable. For example, dco/c++ [LLN16], CppAD [BB08] and
the CoDiPack RealReverse type use this management strategy. The second
technique relies on the reuse of the identifiers. The life span of the identifier
is coupled to the life span of the AD value and it is used again after the AD
value is deleted. Among other tools, Adept [Hog14], ADOL-C [WG09] and
the CoDiPack RealReverseIndex1 type use this management scheme. Both
schemes have their advantages and yield different properties for the AD type
that is using them. The linear management allows to skip copy operations in
the taping process and the reuse scheme has a much smaller adjoint vector.
In this paper, we introduce a new scheme for the handling of identifiers that
combines the advantages of both established schemes. The basic idea is to add
a use counter for the identifiers.
The outline of this paper is as follows. First, we define some nomencla-
ture and prerequisites which are essential for the discussion. Afterwards, we
derive from the use cases of the identifier management the interface between
its implementation and the AD tool. Since there are neither resources on the
implementation details nor discussions about the properties of the established
identifier schemes available, we introduce both schemes, their properties and
provide an example implementation. The assign optimization for copy opera-
tions is discussed afterwards and leads us to the introduction of the new identi-
fier management scheme. Finally, we summarize the properties of the different
schemes and compare all three in an artificial test case and apply them in the
SU2 CFD solver [EPC+15] on a real world test case. All code presented in this
paper is C++11 code.
2 Prerequisites and nomenclature
An AD tool encompasses the full library of an AD implementation (e.g. dco/c++,
ADOL-C, or CoDiPack). AD type refers to the implementation that performs
the operator overloading approach (e.g., adolc::adouble, codi::RealReverse,
or codi::RealReverseIndex). An AD value is a specific instance of an AD
type (e.g. codi::RealReverse a;) that has a lifetime and memory. It is con-
structed, written, read and destructed.
For a given AD type, its AD tape is the structure that stores all information
for the reverse mode of AD. The term recording describes the process of storing
the information on the AD tape and the term reverse evaluation describes the
process of seeding the output variables, running the reverse mode of AD and
obtaining the adjoints of the input variables.
We refer to the data used to identify adjoints (e.g. w¯) of the primal values
(e.g. w) as identifiers. Since the optimal choice for the identifier type is an
integer, we use for the implementing classes names like IndexManager. For
clarity, we do not introduce a template parameters for the index type and assume
that it is handled like an int. In the linear management scheme, this allows
for tapes that are approximately 100 GB in size, that is, 231 statements with
an average of four arguments per statement. For reuse index schemes, this
introduces limitations only if there are more than 231 ≈ 109 AD values in use
at the same time.
1Only up to version 1.2, afterwards the new scheme described in this paper is used.
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for(;;) {
AD::resetTape();
AD::startRecording();
for(auto input : inputs) { AD::registerInput(input); }
callFunc(inputs, outputs)
for(auto output : outputs) { AD::registerOutput(output); }
AD::stopRecording();
for(auto output : outputs) { AD::setAdjoint(output, ...); }
AD::evaluateReverse();
for(auto input : inputs) { AD::getAdjoint(input, ...); }
}
Figure 1: Interaction between program and AD tool.
For the identifiers, we assume that they are unique in the application, that
is, a single identifier must not be used for two different AD values. Each AD
tool must provide mechanisms that guarantee this property. In this paper, we
focus on CoDiPack. There, it is sufficient to initialize all memory with zeros
because CoDiPack assumes that the zero identifier is used for all independent
variables, that is, variables that do not depend on the input variables. Then,
zero is the only identifier which does not have to be unique with respect to the
definition above.
We assume that the program interacts with the AD tool as depicted in Figure
1. Particularly, the index manager must
• support multiple tape recordings
• and handle overwrites of old AD values from previous recordings.
The call to resetTape, that is expected to be placed every time a new tape is
recorded, can be used by the index manager to clean up internal data structures.
One additional assumption is that the repeated recording of the tape is safe.
This means that all AD variables have gained a new identifier before they are
used in callFunc. A new index can either be gained by calling registerInput
on that variable or overwriting it with an assignment. This is especially impor-
tant for the linear management scheme since otherwise, the correctness of the
result cannot be guaranteed.
3 Identifier use cases
Usually, we distinguish only two use cases for identifier updates. The first one
is an assignment of an identifier to an AD value. Here, the old identifier of
the AD value must be taken into account by the identifier scheme. In the
implementation, this is realized via a call to the assignIndex(int& i) method
of the index manager. The second case is the deletion of an identifier, which is
indicated to the implementation by a call to the method freeIndex(int& i).
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For the assign optimization, which is introduced later, a third use case is
required. There, the implementation for the index manager must take the left
hand side (lhs) identifier and the right hand side (rhs) identifier into account.
copyIndex(int& lhs, const int &rhs) is the corresponding method in the
interface.
It is now important to determine the scenarios in which the methods of the
index manager implementation are called. In general, the lifetime of an AD
value can be categorized into four operations: It can be created, overwritten,
used and deleted.
The used case occurs if the AD value is used on the right hand side of an
assignment (e.g. ... = a * a). There, no change of the identifier is required
and the index manager does not have to be informed.
The deleted scenario occurs only if the AD value runs out of scope or delete
is called. For both cases, it is sufficient that the destructor of the AD type calls
the freeIndex method.
The created case occurs whenever AD values are constructed. It is easily
treated in CoDiPack since we assume that the zero identifier can be used multi-
ple times and indicates an inactive AD value. The AD tape can simply set the
identifier and does not have to inform the index manager implementation.
The overwrite case is the most common and interesting one. Examples
are a = ..., ADType b = ..., or c = d. In general, it can be handled by a
combined freeIndex call and assignIndex call. The free call ensures that the
identifier seen by the assign call is zero so that the assign call always generates
a new identifier for the AD value. This approach is in accordance with the AD
theory: The old identifier of an AD value is not required for the correctness of
the reverse evaluation.
This approach allows optimizations of the data management. An identifier
that is first freed with freeIndex can then be immediately used in the following
assignIndex call. Therefore, the freeIndex call is skipped and assignIndex
has to check the old value in the memory location. It can then decide how to
handle identifiers that are overwritten. This allows for an optimal implementa-
tion with respect to memory movements.
One general consideration has to be made about when assignIndex is called
during the recording process of a statement, especially when the left hand side
of the statement is captured as a reference and also occurs on the right hand
side of the statement, e.g. a = a * a. A call to assignIndex might change
the identifier of a. Then, if the information for the right hand side is gath-
ered afterwards, the wrong identifier is stored. It is therefore essential to call
assignIndex only after all data for the right hand side has been gathered.
4 Linear index management
The simplest option for the assignment of identifiers to AD values is the linear
management scheme. Here, each new variable gets its own unique identifier.
The implementation is straightforward, see Figure 2.
The class contains a member which stores the last identifier given to any AD
value. Based on this value, a new identifier is created by increasing the member
by one and returning the new value.
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struct LinearIndexManager {
int lastIndex;
LinearIndexManager() : lastIndex(0) {}
void assignIndex(int& i) {
lastIndex += 1; // leave out the zero index
return lastIndex;
}
void freeIndex(int& i) {
// empty
}
void reset() {
lastIndex = 0;
}
};
Figure 2: Implementation of the linear management scheme.
To each AD value, a unique identifier is assigned that is only used for the
life time of the respective variable. After the AD value has been overwritten
or deleted, the identifier is not used again. This often leads to adjoint vectors
which are quite large while most of the entries are used only a few times, leading
to “dead” memory.
The advantage of the LinearIndexManager is that the left hand side identi-
fiers for statements do not have to be recorded on the tape [SAG19]. The basic
idea is that each new statement increases the counter by one and in the reverse
evaluation, the counter is decremented by one. Therefore, the left hand side
identifier does not have to be stored. Note that this change interlocks the state-
ments and identifiers. Each statement generates an identifier and, conversely,
to generate an identifier, a statement must be written to the tape.
5 Reuse index management
The life time of a variable can be very short. It would therefore make sense to
reuse the identifier generated for the variable. An index manager with such a
property needs mechanisms to track identifiers which are no longer used.
An implementation that tracks the identifiers is shown in Figure 3. The
logic of the manager is slightly more involved. The constructor preallocates the
default block size of identifiers. Afterwards, an initial set of available identifiers
is generated with createNewIndices. This method does not have to check if
the indices vector has enough space since the default block size is preallocated
and it is only called if indicesLeft is zero.
The method assignIndex skips the assignment of an identifier if there is
already one. This can be done as a result of the overwrite discussion in Section
3. If the value i is freed, it is immediately assigned to i again, therefore we can
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struct ReuseIndexManager {
int maximumIndex;
std::vector<int> indices;
size_t indicesLeft;
static const size_t INDEX_BLOCK_SIZE = 256;
ReuseIndexManager() : maximumIndex(0), indices(INDEX_BLOCK_SIZE),
indicesLeft(0)
{ createNewIndices(); }
void createNewIndices() {
// only called if indicesLeft is zero
for(; indicesLeft < INDEX_BLOCK_SIZE; indicesLeft += 1) {
maximumIndex += 1;
indices[indicesLeft] = maximumIndex;
}
}
void assignIndex(int& i) {
if(0 == i) { // leave index in place if not zero
if(0 == indicesLeft) {
createNewIndices();
}
indicesLeft -= 1;
i = indices[indicesLeft];
}
}
void freeIndex(int& i) {
if(0 != i) {
if(indicesLeft == indices.size()) {
indices.resize(indices.size() + INDEX_BLOCK_SIZE);
}
indices[indicesLeft] = i;
indicesLeft += 1;
i = 0;
}
}
void copyIndex(int& lhs, const int& rhs) {
if(0 != rhs) { assignIndex(lhs); }
else { freeIndex(lhs); }
}
void reset() {
// index management is global, no reset required
}
};
Figure 3: Basic reuse index manager implementation.
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1 void func() {
2 ADVar a, b;
3 AD::registerInput(a);
4 AD::resetTape();
5 AD::registerInput(b);
6 }
Figure 4: Example for possibly wrong index management in a reuse index man-
ager.
optimize this case.
If the identifier is zero, assignIndex checks if there are indices left and
creates new ones if necessary. Afterwards, it pops the last index from the vector.
The freeIndex method needs to check if the vector has space left for the push
of the index. Since the zero identifier is the passive identifier, it should not be
freed which is checked first in the method.
We also implement the copyIndex method to have the full interface defined
in Section 3 available. This basic implementation ensures that the left hand
side identifier is assigned a valid index if the right hand side is active.
The most interesting method is the reset method since it does not contain any
logic. This is mandatory since all identifiers for the current AD variables stay
valid after the reset. A variable that is overwritten or freed after the reset will
return its identifier to the index manager which has — in this implementation
— no means to check if the identifier has been created before or after the reset.
The issue can be demonstrated with the example in Figure 4. In line 6, both
variables a and b are freed, which adds both identifiers to the list of indices.
Suppose a gets the identifier 1. If, together with the tape reset, the index
manager is reset as well, then b also gets the identifier 1. The free in line 6
adds then two times the identifier 1 to the indices list. In the further recording
process, the identifier 1 is then given to two distinct AD values, which violates
the uniqueness property postulated in Section 2.
It is therefore necessary that the reset method of the reuse index manager
keeps all information as it is and does not revert to a state where all identifiers
are unused.
6 Input registration
For Algorithmic Differentiation, the definition of the input values is quite im-
portant as it determines which part of the program is differentiated. In general,
the registration of an input includes the assignment of a new identifier to an
AD value. Depending on the used index manager, special care must be taken
how this is done.
In order to illustrate problems which can occur for the index manager, the
example in Figure 5 is used. The example contains two variable registrations
with a short computation in between. Identifiers that are generated and freed in
lines 4 and 5 can lead to problems, which are discussed for each index manager
separately.
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1 void func(ADVar* x, ADVar* y) {
2 AD::registerInput(x[0]);
3 {
4 ADVar t = x[0] * x[0];
5 y[0] = t + x[0];
6 } // t is freed
7
8 AD::registerInput(x[1]);
9 y[1] = y[0] * x[1];
10 }
Figure 5: Example for difficulties with input registrations.
6.1 Linear index manager
For the linear index manager, it is important to keep in mind that statements
and identifiers are interlocked. Therefore, if a variable requires a new identifier,
the tape has to write a statement. Hence, five statements are written in the
example from Figure 5, that is, two statements for the registrations in lines 2
and 8 and three statements for the expressions in lines 4, 5 and 9.
The theory of the reverse mode of AD requires that each reverse evaluation
of a statement is followed by setting the adjoint of the left hand side to zero, see
Equation (2). The index manager has no influence on this and cannot change
this default behavior.
Particulary, the adjoint of an input variable is set to zero after the reverse
evaluation of a registerInput statement, that is, the derivative information
we are interested in is overwritten.
This can be fixed to some extent if we do not store registerInput state-
ments at the beginning of the tape. In the above example, however, this pre-
serves only the adjoint of x[0], the adjoint of x[1] is still overwritten.
Another solution is to skip the set to zero of the left hand side adjoint after
the reverse evaluation of a statement. For a linear index management, this is
possible since each identifier is used only once. It further provides the user
with the adjoints of all intermediate computations. However, the adjoint vector
needs to be cleared before another reverse interpretation of the same tape can
be performed, which costs approximately 25% of the interpretation time of a
tape. If the adjoints of the left hand side are set to zero directly in the reverse
interpretation, this cost is hidden behind other operations.
The third option is to tag the statements for registerInput calls and skip
the reverse interpretation for them. Operator tapes can have a special operator
for input statements and know from this operator that the reverse evaluation
must be skipped for this statement. Statement level tapes can use a special
number for the right hand side active variable count like −1 and identify register
input statements via this number. To implement these changes, it is sufficient to
modify the register input and evaluate logic in the tape implementation. Note
that this is a modification of the statement storing and evaluation process that
cannot be realized by changes to the index manager. In general, this option
ensures the correct adjoints for x[0] and x[1] and eliminates the extra cost of
resetting the adjoint vector after the interpretation.
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For CoDiPack, the second option was the default behavior until version 1.6.
Since then, the third option is the new default behavior. The old logic can be
activated with the preprocessor flag -DCODI_ZeroAdjointReverse=0
The first option — in addition to the other solutions — is not implemented
in CoDiPack since the memory gains are rather small and it complicates the
tape management.
6.2 Reuse index manager
With a fresh reuse index manager, the identifiers for the statements in lines 2,
4, 5 from Figure 5 are id(x[0]) == 1, id(t) == 2 and id(y[0]) == 3. In
line 6, the identifier of t is freed and then given to x[1] in line 8. Without
additional measures, the adjoints of x[0] and x[1] are wrong after the reverse
interpretation. The correct value for x[1] is set in the reverse interpretation
of the statement in line 9. Line 8 has not registered a statement and line 6
assumes implicitly that the adjoint of t is zero, which is in general wrong since
the identifier points to the adjoint of x[1]. The reverse evaluation in line 5 and
4 yields therefore wrong results. Furthermore, after the evaluation of line 4, the
adjoint of t and thus the adjoint of x[1] are set to zero.
A possible solution consists in the creation of a statement for registerInput
calls and a special management of the adjoints for input variables. However,
this increases the complexity of the tape implementation for CoDiPack. This
technique is for example used in ADOL-C without any problems since they use
a different philosophy: The user provides the adjoint vectors directly.
The solution suggested in this paper and used in CoDiPack adds logic only
to the reuse index manager. The key problem of the above example is that the
identifier of x[1] has already been used on the current tape. If the identifier
was a “fresh” one, then the problem would not occur. A “fresh” identifier is one
that is used for the first time in a tape recording process.
The implementation in Figure 3 is extended by a second index vector that
stores the unused (“fresh”) indices. All new and overwritten routines are listed in
Figure 6. The reset method receives the logic for appending the used identifiers
to the unused ones. The assignIndex method returns an unused identifier as
a fallback if no used ones are left. The method assignUnusedIndex forces the
release of the identifier stored in i since we do not know if this identifier has
already been used in the current tape recording, otherwise it works like the old
assignIndex method.
This implementation avoids the errors observed in the code of Figure 5 and
guarantees a correct adjoint vector after the reverse interpretation.
7 Assign optimization
In Section 2, we postulated that all identifiers of AD values are unique. We
want to lift this restriction now for the assign statement b = a. The reverse
evaluation of this statement is a¯ += b¯; b¯ = 0, that is, all updates received by
b¯ are added to a¯. From a programming point of view, b could be realized as a
reference to the memory location of a until the next write access to a. A similar
argument holds true for the index managers.
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// struct ReuseIndexManager
std::vector<int> unusedIndices;
size_t unusedIndicesLeft;
// createNewIndices: stores indices now in the unusedIndices list
void assignUnusedIndex(int& i) {
if(0 != i) {
freeIndex(i); // force change of index
}
if(0 == unusedIndicesLeft) {
createNewIndices();
}
unusedIndicesLeft -= 1;
i = unusedIndices[unusedIndicesLeft];
}
void assignIndex(int& i) {
if(0 == i) { // leave index in place if not zero
if(0 == indicesLeft) {
assignUnusedIndex(i); // fallback to unused indices
} else {
indicesLeft -= 1;
i = indices[indicesLeft];
}
}
}
// freeIndex stays the same
// copyIndex stays the same
void reset() {
size_t totalSize = indicesLeft + unusedIndicesLeft;
if(unusedIndices.size() < totalSize) {
unusedIndices.resize(totalSize);
}
std::copy(indices.begin(), indices.begin() + indicesLeft,
unusedIndices.begin() + unusedIndicesLeft);
unusedIndicesLeft = totalSize;
indicesLeft = 0;
}
Figure 6: Extended reuse index manager implementation by unused identifiers.
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Forward eval.: Finish
a assigned
a = . . . a is used
a copied to b
b = a
a and b
are used
Reverse eval.: a¯ and b¯
are zero
a¯ is used for
an update
. . . += J ∗ a¯
a¯ is
updated
a¯ += . . .
Add updates
of b¯ to a¯
a¯ += b¯
a¯ and b¯
are updated
a¯ += . . .
b¯ += . . .
Figure 7: Primal and reverse connection between two variables that are a copy
of each other.
// LinearIndexManager
static const bool AssignNeedsStatement = false;
void copyIndex(int& lhs, const int& rhs) {
lhs = rhs;
}
Figure 8: Implementation for the assign optimization of a linear management
scheme.
7.1 Linear index manager
The optimization for the linear management scheme presented below has been
implemented by the group of Uwe Naumann in dco/c++.
For the LinearIndexManager, it is guaranteed that each identifier is used
for at most one AD value. Specifically, the identifier of b is only used for b. b¯
is initially zero and for every operation that uses b, b¯ is updated accordingly.
The reversal of b = a is the last time that b¯ is used in the reverse interpretation
process and all of its updates are added to a¯ at once. This is also pictured
in Figure 7. For a¯, we see in this Figure that it is only changed by update
operations (+=) and used with a multiplier for an update at the point were the
assignment of a is reversed. Since all changes to a¯ from b¯ are done beforehand,
it does not matter when the value of b¯ is added to a¯. Thus, updates to b¯ can
directly be added to a¯ instead. If we use the same identifier for a and b, this
happens automatically in the reverse interpretation. The advantage is that no
statement needs to be stored on the tape for the copy operation.
We introduce the static member AssignNeedsStatement to the index man-
ager implementation. The tape uses this member to decide whether or not a
statement has to be pushed for statements like a = b. In such cases, the tape
calls the copyIndex method to indicate to the index manager that an assign
operation is performed. The additional code for the linear index manager is
straightforward, see Figure 8.
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struct IdentifierUseCount {
std::vector<int> useCount;
void setMaximumSize(size_t size) {
useCount.resize(size);
}
bool unuseIndex(int& i) {
useCount[i] -= 1;
return useCount[i] == 0; // indicates last use of this identifier
}
void useIndex(int &i) {
useCount[i] += 1; // new use location of the identifier
}
};
Figure 9: Use count manager for identifiers.
7.2 Reuse index management
In principle, the same argument as for the linear management scheme can be
done for the reuse management scheme. However, the reuse index management
as implemented in Figure 3 recollects freed indices. Therefore, if we simply
copy the right hand side identifier in assignments, two AD values with the same
identifier are eventually freed, adding the identifier twice to the list of indices.
After that, it might be handed out to two different, completely unrelated AD
values, violating the (relaxed) uniqueness assumption. Therefore, the assign
optimization is not possible with the implementation from Figure 3.
Only with an extension that keeps track on how often an identifier is used,
it is possible to use the assign optimization with a reuse index manger. Such an
extension is described in the next section.
8 Use count of indices
The basic principle that enables the assign optimization for index managers
that reuse identifiers is the same as for the reference counting in smart pointers
[Cop92]. Each time an identifier is used or destructed, a corresponding counter
is incremented or decremented, respectively. If the counter reaches zero, the
identifier can be freed. However, since millions of such reference counts are
required, we need a solution that has less overhead and uses the least amount
of memory possible.
First, we implement a class that manages the use count of the identifiers.
Then, we use it to extend the ReuseIndexManager and enable the assign op-
timization. The general implementation in Figure 9 has only three functions
and is self-explanatory. It is assumed that the function setMaximumSize is
always called when the index manager generates new identifiers. Therefore,
the other methods do not need to check for the bounds. The implementa-
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// struct UseCountIndexManager {
IdentifierUseCount uc;
void copyIndex(int& lhs, const int& rhs) {
if(lhs != rhs) {
freeIndex(lhs);
uc.useIndex(rhs);
lhs = rhs;
}
}
Figure 10: Assign optimization implementation for a reuse management scheme.
tion of the UseCountIndexManager class is obtained by modifications of the
ReuseIndexManager class. Too ensure the correct size of the use count vec-
tor, we call setMaximumSize after each call to createNewIndices. unuseIndex
is called at the beginning of freeIndex and we evaluate the remaining logic
in freeIndex only if the return value indicates the last use of the identi-
fier. assignUnusedIndex calls useIndex for the newly assigned identifier. The
method assignIndex first calls unusedIndex. If it is the last use of the iden-
tifier, then no new identifier is acquired. If the identifier is still in use, then a
new one is retrieved by the old logic. Afterwards, useIndex is called in both
cases to indicate a new use of the identifier.
copyIndex is the only method where the logic is changed. The old imple-
mentation in Figure 3 only needs to ensure that the left hand side index is valid.
The new logic in the UseCountIndexManager class has to free the index of the
left hand side since it is overwritten. It also calls useIndex for the identifier of
the right hand side. The implementation is shown in Figure 10. The if condition
in the code avoids the logic if the left hand side and right hand side have the
same index. In such a situation, freeIndex would decrease the use count by
one only to increase it in the call of uc.useIndex by one immediately after-
wards. This avoids also the corner case where the arguments &lhs and &rhs
point to the same memory location. There, the freeIndex call that is supposed
to set the left hand side identifier to zero erroneously resets the right hand side
identifier as well, resulting in a passive variable. This situation can easily occur
in a self assignment like a = a.
This implementation of the UseCountIndexManager supports the assign op-
timization for an index manager that reuses identifiers.
9 Special properties
The three index managers have some special properties that we want to highlight
now.
9.1 C compatibility
The LinearIndexManager from Figure 2 is compatible with C-like memory
operations (e.g. memcpy). All AD types that use this kind of index manager
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have this property. It can directly be deduced from the copyIndex method
implementation in Figure 8. Since the only operation for the identifiers is the
copy operation, a C-like memory operation would do the same.
Some tape implementations might store additional data for each identifier
in their internal data structure. As long as a copy operation of an active value
results in a C-like memory operation of the internal data associated to the
identifier these AD types are also compatible with C-like memory operations.
The other two index managers are not compatible with C-like memory oper-
ations. For the ReuseIndexManager, it is the same reason why it cannot support
the assign optimization. On the other hand, the UseCountIndexManager can
support the assign optimization but the logic in the copyIndex method in Fig-
ure 10 is not a trivial copy operation and therefore it is not compatible with
C-like memory operations.
9.2 Fixed identifiers
The ReuseIndexManager in Figure 3 is implemented such that the assignIndex
method keeps the old index in place. Therefore, a variable that is never deleted
and is always assigned an active value will keep the same identifier for the overall
runtime of the application. This property can be used to create arrays of AD
values that have continuous indices for the whole vector. Special AD constructs
like external functions can then build on this property of the vector to reduce
the required memory and to improve runtime performance.
The index manager in CoDiPack does not support the creation of vectors
with continuous identifiers. Until now, no use case required it. Nevertheless,
ADOL-C supports this behavior with a call to ensureContiguousLocations
prior to allocating the vector.
The other two index managers do not support this behavior. This is clear
for the LinearIndexManager since it creates a new identifier for each statement.
The behavior for the UseCountIndexManager cannot be guaranteed: In a state-
ment, a new identifier has to be created if the use count of the left hand side
identifier is greater than one. With an extension that tags unique identifiers,
however, this behavior could be added to the UseCountIndexManager.
10 Summary
We presented three index managers with different properties for the handling of
identifiers for AD types. The properties of the three index managers are summa-
rized in Table 1. The memory per statement is zero for the LinearIndexManager
since the identifier can be computed from counting statements [SAG19]. For the
other two, the identifier of the left hand side has to be stored. In addition, the
UseCountIndexManager requires memory for each identifier that is created since
it needs to store the use count for each identifier. The number of branches for
the different identifier operations show that for the more advanced features, the
complexity in the control flow increases.
The assign optimization with an index manager that reuses indices is the
new contribution of the paper. In the results section below, we test the runtime
and memory impacts.
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Table 1: Summary of properties and implementation details for the
three index managers: LinearIndexManager(LIM), ReuseIndexManager(RIM),
UseCountIndexManager(UCIM).
LIM RIM UCIM
Memory per statement (byte) 0 4 4
Memory per identifier (byte) 0 0 4
Branches for assign 0 3 4
Branches for free 0 2 3
Branches for copy 0 3 4
Assign optimization + - +
Special properties C-mem comp. (fixed identifiers) -
Statement for register input + - -
11 Results
11.1 Coupled Burgers’ equation
The coupled Burgers’ equation is used for a general comparison of performance
values for the different implementations. Problem setup and discretization are
already described in [SAG19] and [SAG18]. For completeness, we recapitulate
here the basic information.
The coupled Burgers’ equation [BA09, Bah03, ZSD10]
ut + uux + vuy =
1
R
(uxx + uyy), (3)
vt + uvx + vvy =
1
R
(vxx + vyy) (4)
is discretized with an upwind finite difference scheme. The initial and boundary
conditions are taken from the exact solution
u(x, y, t) =
x+ y − 2xt
1− 2t2
(x, y, t) ∈ D × R, (5)
v(x, y, t) =
x+ y − 2xt
1− 2t2
(x, y, t) ∈ D × R (6)
given in [BA09]. The computational domain D is the unit square D = [0, 1]×
[0, 1] ⊂ R × R. As far as the differentiation is concerned, we choose the ini-
tial solution of the time stepping scheme as input parameters, and as output
parameter we take the norm of the final solution.
For the implementation of the program, all methods are written in such a way
that they can be inlined and the requested memory is allocated and initialized
before the time measurement starts. Particularly, the required memory for the
tape is computed beforehand and then allocated. This yields very stable time
measurements which are run on one node of the Elwetritsch cluster at the TU
Kaiserslautern. The node consists of two Intel Xeon 6126 CPUs with a total of
24 cores and 384 GB of main memory. We discretize the Burgers’ equation on
a 601× 601 grid and solve it with 32 iterations. All timing values are averaged
over 10 evaluations.
For the time measurements, two different configurations are tested.
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Type Adjoint vector Statement data Argument data Tape memory
Jacobian LIM 711.77 MB 88.97 MB 3963.54 MB 4764.28 MB
Jacobian RIM 16.50 MB 444.86 MB 3971.81 MB 4433.18 MB
Jacobian UCIM 16.50 MB 441.41 MB 3963.54 MB 4429.72 MB
Primal LIM 711.77 MB 1512.70 MB 1849.80 MB 4074.26 MB
Primal RIM 16.40 MB 1868.40 MB 1852.50 MB 3754.17 MB
Primal UCIM 16.50 MB 1853.93 MB 1849.80 MB 3745.20 MB
Table 2: Memory requirement for the Burgers taste case.
• The multi test configuration runs the same process on each of the 24 cores.
This setup simulates a use case where the full node is used for computation
and every core uses the memory bandwidth of the socket.
• The single test configuration runs just one process on the whole node.
This eliminates the memory bandwidth limitations and provides a better
view on the computational performance.
Both test configurations are evaluated with all three index managers, and with
the Jacobian taping approach as well as the primal value taping approach. The
memory consumption for one process is shown in Table 2. Adjoint Vector, State-
ment Data and Argument Data show the required memory for the corresponding
tape entries. The size of the adjoint vector is coupled in the linear management
case to the size of the statement data. In the reuse case, the adjoint vector is as
large as the number of simultaneously active variables. An entry in statement
data is generated for every statement in the application. With the assign op-
timization, the number of entries should be reduced. Argument data contains
one entry per argument to a statement. It is reduced by the same size as the
statement data with the assign optimization. Tape Memory shows the overall
memory of the tape. The adjoint vector, statement data and argument data are
the largest part of the tape memory but there are some additional structures
that require some resources.
Since the Burgers test case is written such that nearly no copy operations are
performed, there is no memory gain with the new index manager. Therefore,
the following performance comparison shows the management overhead for the
new index manager.
The timing evaluations for the Jacobian types and primal values types can
be seen in Figure 11 for the tape recording and in Figure 12 for the tape reversal.
The Jacobian recording results show quite clearly that the increased complexity
of the index handler decreases the recording performance. For the single case,
this amounts to 5% for the reuse index manager and to 17% for the use count
index manager compared to the linear index manager. For the multi case, the
performance drop is in the same region of about 7% and 11%, respectively. This
decrease in performance also occurs since the required data for each statement
is larger and therefore, more memory bandwidth is used. During the reversal of
the tape in Figure 12, the performance increases compared to the linear index
manager. For the single case, the performance gain is around 9% and around
20% for the multi case. The multi case yields here a higher performance increase
since the memory bandwidth limitations are lifted a little bit with the reduced
adjoint vector size. For the new index manager, no further performance increase
is seen since it does not have a large effect on the size of the adjoint vector.
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Figure 11: Burgers test case tape recording.
The same conclusions can be drawn for the performance results of primal
value tapes. During the recording, the peformance decreases for both config-
urations. The initial step from a linear management approach to the reuse
approach reduces the performance by 19% for both configurations. From the
reuse handling to the use count handling, the decrease is only 1% with a total
20% performance decrease for both configurations. During the reverse evalua-
tion, there is an increase in performance by 6% for the single case and 13% for
the multi case. The drop in performance from the reuse handling to the use
count handle scheme cannot really be explained by the algorithm. In theory,
the performance should not decrease since the algorithm is the same. It can be
explained by the layout of the executable. Function pointers are used in the
reverse run of the primal value tapes and the higher complexity of the code
yields a larger binary. The jump for calling the function pointer is now larger
and the CPU will handle it in a different manner.
As expected, the new index manager has a negative impact on performance
during the recording of a tape. In the reverse interpretation of the tape, no
performance gains are expected since the Burgers test does not contain many
copy operations.
11.2 SU2 Onera M6
For the second test case, we use the discrete adjoint of SU2 [EPC+15]. CoDiPack
was applied to SU2 some time ago [ASG15] and the adjoint is based on the
primal fixed point formulation
U = G(U,X) . (7)
X represents the design variables andG(U) some (pseudo) time-stepping scheme
like the explicit or implicit Euler method. The fixed-point iteration Un+1 =
G(Un, X) is applied for n → N∗ until the fixed point U∗ is reached. For the
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Figure 12: Burgers test case tape reversal.
shape optimization with respect to the design X , we formulate the minimiza-
tion problem minU J(U,X) s.t. U = G(U,X). As detailed in [ASG15], we
solve the minimization problem by fulfilling the KKT conditions [KT51] on the
Lagrangian function
L(U,X, U¯) = J(U,X) + (G(U,X)− U)T U¯ . (8)
This requires the solution of the adjoint state equation
U¯ =
[
∂J(U∗, X)
∂U
]T
+
[
∂G(U∗, X)
∂U
]T
U¯ (9)
which is formulated here as a fixed-point equation. To solve this equation, we
record the tape for the Lagrangian function L with CoDiPack once. Then, the
tape is evaluated again and again until the fixed point U¯∗ is reached. It is
therefore important for SU2 that the tape evaluation is as fast a possible. The
tape recording is not that time critical.
As a testcase, we consider the viscous flow over the Onera M6 wing. The
computational mesh consists of 3.6million interior elements and for the solution,
the 3D RANS equations are used. The test is run on two nodes of the Elwetritsch
cluster at the TU Kaiserslautern. Each node consists of two Intel Xeon 6126
CPUs with a total of 24 cores and 96 GB of main memory each. In total,
the case is run with 192 GB of main memory and 48 cores. For the primal
computation, one fixed-point iteration step takes about 1.1 seconds and uses
13.73 GB of main memory.
The performance values for SU2 are measured also for two different config-
urations, namely with the preaccumulation switch either disabled or enabled.
Preaccumulation is a technique that computes the Jacobian for a code region
and stores this Jacobian on the tape. If the region has few input and output
values but takes a lot of statements to compute, then this technique reduces
the required memory. The switch in SU2 enables this technique for certain code
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places and the default configuration in SU2 has it enabled. Since the preaccumu-
lation takes some additional time during the recording of the tape and improves
the reverse evaluation time of the tape, it would be hard to see the pure effect
of the new index manager in the recording and reversal sweep. Therefore, the
more theoretical results without preaccumulation and the realistic results with
preaccumulation are both presented here.
All recording results in Figure 13 look qualitatively similar in the four dif-
ferent configurations. In each configuration, a performance drop is seen from
the linear index management to the reuse index management. Other than in
the Burgers case, the performance improves here for the use count index man-
ager. This is due to the reduced memory seen in Table 3, which shows that
the increased complexity can be hidden behind the memory bandwidth of the
RAM.
The reversal results in Figure 14 show the same relative behavior as the
recording results, but here, the differences are due to the increased or decreased
size of the stored data. Since the reuse index manager stores additional state-
ments for the copy operations, it is in general slower than the other two index
managers. An increase in performance is seen for all cases when using the new
index manager instead of the old one. For the Jacobian tapes, this amounts to
an increase of 13% both with preaccumulation and without preaccumulation.
The primal value taping approach has a performance increase of 20% without
preaccumulation and 15% with.
The memory analysis is more interesting than for the Burgers case. In SU2,
a lot of copy operations are performed, which shows the importance of the new
index manager. For the configuration without preaccumulation in Table 3, the
memory reduction from the reuse index manager to the use count index manager
is about 30% for the Jacobian and primal value taping approaches. This reduc-
tion is achieved by removing the unnecessary copy operations from the tape,
which is indicated by the size of the argument data and the number of state-
ment entries. With the new indexing scheme, the same number of statements
is recorded as for the linear index manager, which uses the assign optimization
already. The memory reduction with respect to the linear index manager is
then about 12% for the Jacobian approach and 10% for the primal value taping
approach. Here, the reduction is due to the reduced size of the adjoint vector. It
is very beneficial for the tape evaluation speed and the scaling for vector mode
applications.
The cases in Table 4, where preaccumulation is enabled, show the same gen-
eral trend and also the memory reductions are around the same size. A com-
parison between the memory values with and without preaccumulation yields a
general reduction of about 35% for each taping approach.
12 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented two existing schemes for the index handling in AD
tool implementations, namely linear index handling and reuse index handling.
The first scheme admits an optimization for assign statements such that these
statements do not have to be stored on the tape. We presented a new index
manager which uses a references counting technique to enable the assign opti-
mization also for an indexing scheme that reuses indices. An implementation
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Type Adjoint Statement Statement Argument Tape Memory
vector entries data data memory factor
(in GB) (in GB) (in GB) (in GB)
Jacobian LIM 24.288 3,259,937,668 3.036 70.096 97.420 7.09
Jacobian RIM 0.633 5,317,452,010 24.761 94.029 119.531 8.70
Jacobian UCIM 0.514 3,175,942,216 14.789 70.757 85.706 6.23
Primal LIM 24.303 3,261,899,960 51.650 50.288 126.241 9.19
Primal RIM 0.633 5,320,297,083 104.053 58.269 163.708 11.91
Primal UCIM 0.514 3,177,904,508 62.152 50.288 113.788 8.28
Table 3: Memory requirement for the SU2 Onera M6 test case without preac-
cumulation. The memory factor is tape memory relative to the primal memory
of 13.73 GB.
Type Adjoint Statement Statement Argument Tape Memory
vector entries data data memory factor
(in GB) (in GB) (in GB) (in GB)
Jacobian LIM 13.666 1,834,310,180 1.753 46.509 61.884 4.50
Jacobian RIM 0.633 3,450,714,509 16.068 65.517 82.326 5.99
Jacobian UCIM 0.514 1,750,314,728 8.150 46.509 55.480 4.03
Primal LIM 13.674 1,835,297,413 29.063 34.456 77.194 5.61
Primal RIM 0.633 3,452,339,485 67.520 40.798 109.703 7.98
Primal UCIM 0.514 1,751,301,961 34.251 34.456 70.055 5.10
Table 4: Memory requirement for the SU2 Onera M6 test case with preaccu-
mulation. The memory factor is tape memory relative to the primal memory of
13.73 GB.
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Figure 13: SU2 Onera M6 test case recording
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Figure 14: SU2 Onera M6 test case reversal
for this new manager in CoDiPack has been presented and analyzed for its
properties and possible effects on the taping process.
The new use count index manager was then tested with two applications.
The Burgers test case showed that the overhead for the additional data man-
agement is about 4% in the bandwidth limited case. In the SU2 test case, the
advantages with respect to the memory reduction could be shown. With the
new manager, the same number of statements as for the linear index manager
could be reached, that uses the assign optimization already. Overall the memory
consumption could be reduced by 10% with respect to the linear index manager,
that is, the previous best case scenario.
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